entrées

lianna’s mac and cheese 7.00
cheese quesadilla 7.00
kalua pork and cheese quesadilla 8.00
cheeseburger and fries 9.00
chicken strips with fries 8.00
pasta with parmesan 7.00
keiki caesar salad 6.00
keiki ramen 9.00  add pork belly 5.00

beverages

pog (pineapple orange guava) 4.25
milk 3.25, chocolate milk 4.00
coke, diet coke, sprite 2.75
tropical smoothies 6.25
tropical mock-jitos 7.00
(strawberry, lilikoi, mango, raspberry)

ACROSS
1. Japanese dish with rice
5. A city in South Maui
6. Favorite spot for visitors and locals alike
8. Chef Cody is from here
10. Hawaiian word for “life”
12. Japanese word for eels
13. Name of this restaurant
14. Native Hawaiian dance
16. Watch out for these falling from palm trees

DOWN
1. A large hotel room
2. Hawaiian state flower
3. Hawaiian word for tuna
4. Big beach is located here
5. Three beaches in Kihei have this name
7. A place to watch the windsurfers in Maui
9. Early morning surfers: dawn __________
11. Not fat
15. Hawaiian word for breadfruit